ABOUT US
IUeMagazine was born to provoke deep thought processes, to inspire positive action, to trigger leadership, to invoke values, to shape young minds, to train mentors, to hone abilities, to sharpen skills, to able the incapable, to empower the masses, to shake the inner conscience, to awaken the soul of readers, to enlighten and to eventually move them to one thing -

“INTERNALLY DRIVEN ORIENTED ACTION TOWARDS CHANGING THE WORLD”
A collection of write-ups/articles that trigger inspiration, emanate positive energy directly from the author’s encyclopedias of lessons of life and experiences.
Unparalleled Glories

INSPIRING STORIES,

A collection of personal interviews with celebrated leaders, entrepreneurs, corporate honchos or any success stories.
Global Aspiration

Inspiring News from a city, currently from the founding city of Bangalore. More to add soon.
A collection of poems that inspire or share a powerful message for betterment of humanity.
A section for writers and authors willing to write on Entrepreneurship, Business, Leadership, Startups, Industrial know-how or Management.
“They will not stop me. I will get my education if it is in home, school, or any place.”
- MALALA YOUSAFZAI

In the name of God, The Most Beneficent, The Most Merciful, Honorable UN Secretary General Mr Ban Ki-moon, Respected President General Assembly Vuk Jeremic, Honorable UN envoy for Global Education, Mr Gordon Brown, Respected elders and my dear brothers and sisters:

Today, it is an honour for me to be speaking again after a long time. Being here with such honourable people is a great moment in my life. I don’t know where to begin my speech. I don’t know what people would be expecting me to say. But first of all, thank you to God for whom we all are equal and thank you to every person who has prayed for my fast recovery and a new life. I cannot believe how much love people have shown me. I have received thousands of good wishes cards and gifts from all over the world. Thank you to all of them. Thank you to the children whose innocent words encouraged me. Thank you to my elders whose prayers strengthened me.

I would like to thank my nurses, doctors and all of the staff of the hospitals in Pakistan and the UK and the UAE government who have helped me get better and recover my strength. I fully support Mr Ban Ki-moon the Secretary-General in his Global Education First Initiative and the work of the UN Special Envoy Mr Gordon Brown. And I thank them both for the leadership they continue to give. They continue to inspire all of us to action.

Dear brothers and sisters, do remember one thing. Malala day is not my day. Today is the day of every woman, every boy and every girl who have raised their voice for their rights. There are hundreds of human rights activists and social workers who are not only speaking for human rights, but who are struggling to achieve their goals of education, peace and equality. Thousands of people have been killed by the terrorists and millions have been injured. I am just one of them.

So here I stand... one girl among many.
I speak – not for myself, but for all girls and boys.
I raise my voice – not so that I can shout, but so that those without a voice can be heard.

Those who have fought for their rights:
Their right to live in peace.
Their right to be treated with dignity.
Their right to equality of opportunity.
Their right to be educated.

Dear Friends, on the 9th of October 2012, the Taliban shot me on the left side of my forehead. They shot my friends too. They thought that the bullets would silence us. But they failed. And then, out of that silence came, thousands of voices. The terrorists thought that they would change our aims and stop our ambitions but nothing changed in my life except this: Weakness, fear and hopelessness died. Strength, power and courage was born. I am the same Malala. My ambitions are the same. My hopes are the same. My dreams are the same.

Dear sisters and brothers, I am not against anyone. Neither am I here to speak in terms of personal revenge against the Taliban or any other terrorists group. I am here to speak up for the right of education of every child. I want education for the sons and the daughters of all the extremists especially the Taliban.
I do not even hate the Talib who shot me. Even if there is a gun in my hand and he stands in front of me, I would not shoot him. This is the concession that I have learnt from Muhammad the Prophet who was also a victim and a true Buddhist.

The wise saying, “The pen is mightier than the sword” was true. The extremists are afraid of books and pens. The power of education frightens them. They are afraid of women. The power of the voice of women frightens them. And that is why they killed 14 innocent middle students in the recent attack in Quetta. And that is why they killed many female teachers and police workers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and FATA. That is why they are beating schools every day. Because they were and they are afraid of change, afraid of the equality that we will bring in our society.

I remember that there was a boy in our school who was asked by a journalist, “Why are you here against education?” He answered very simply. By pointing to his book he said, “A Talib doesn’t know what is written inside this book. They think that God is a tiny, little conservative being who would send girls to the hell just because of going to school. The terrorists are misusing the name of Islam and Pashtun society for their own personal benefits. Pakistan is a peaceful loving democratic country. Pashtuns want education for their daughters and sons. And that’s why I stand here today.”

Malala Yousafzai says that it is not only education, it is the right of every child to education, rather it is the right of every child to life. A life of education.

A Collection that’s special to our readers, contributors and us but doesn’t have a category to itself.

MALALA YOUSAFZAI

The Girl who silenced the World with her Speech

- “When the Taliban shot Malala, they showed what they feared most: a girl with a book.” Ban Ki Moon #malaladay
- “I am not here to speak against the Taliban. I’m here to speak up for the right of every child.”
- “Malala ended her remarks with: “One child, one teacher, one book and one pen can change the world.” #MalalaDay

This is the legacy of change that I have inherited from Martin Luther King and Mahatma Gandhi. And this is what I hope to pass on from my mother and father. I learnt from my grandmother, be peaceful and be brave.

Dear sisters and brothers, when we light the light when we see darkness. We realise the importance of our voice when we are silenced. In the same way, when we were in Swat, the north of Pakistan, we realised the importance of pens and books when we saw the guns. The
Science is inspiring, for the growth & dimension it adds to mankind. A collection of write-ups that speak for what’s trending in science, technology & innovation.
People who have accomplished and are willing to help others accomplish. Here is a corner to help you get your queries resolved without the burden of making it an affair.
Aspiring Writers

A section to give platform to people who dream to become Ayn Rand, Paulo Coehlo or Dan Brown but haven’t just cracked the fluidity yet.
The only time you badly need a push, encouragement, cushion, pat on the back, guidance, publicity, recognition is when you have just started. Rely on us, we know what it takes to start-up hence we support them.
Creating Pathways

The World has the Paradigms and Perceptions. And, we have a collection of them. A collection has the capacity to turn the dynamics of decisions.

Rely on us.
Thrill Guaranteed

EVENTS FEED,

A look up place for what’s coming and where you ought to be. A collection of sponsored events and featured events that reach us to reach you.
We are a powerful platform for advertisers. With our high global reach of serious leaders and those who seek inspiration we are a space where advertising has value as it reaches the righteys.

**Leader Board**

(870 pixels x 100 pixels)

Get various sizes of Ads to get the right depth of attention your business needs...

(300 pixels x 300 pixels)
Those that respect brands and business value of yours, those that respect ideas and ideologies. Advertising with us also means a way of actually reaching out to the potential clients.

We love creative brand managers and even more to learn from them.

If you have a strategy to use this platform in a creative way for your brand, just know we love discussions!

**Header Ad**

(540 pixels x 130 pixels)
IU eMagazine hosts a competition every month named the ICON of the MONTH. It is a well deserved Global title won by the individual who manages to win the challenges in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the competition. There have been people from different places and backgrounds who have won that ranging from students to established Entrepreneurs. Ghana, India, US etc have been countries which have seen the Title Winners.
IUeMagazine has had 14 outstanding leaders who stood as ICON of the MONTH so far!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE NEXT ONE!
ASSOCIATE WITH US!

1. Become an Author/Contributor
   You can choose your category/categories and write for us weekly, monthly or intermittently.

2. Become an IJ (Inspirational Journalist)
   Be the person in your city/area to cover stories of inspiring people around you and share with us.

3. Journalism for a Section
   Update us live from an event or share local news that needs to go global. Pick a section you would like to become journalist for.

4. Adverts Affiliate
   With our high global reach of serious entrepreneurs, leaders and those who seek inspiration we are a space where advertising has value as it reaches the right eyes. Like to connect more brands to us for their advertising?

5. Become an Ambassador
   Spread the word of IUEMag wherever you go and you can do so more proudly by being our official ambassador from your city/country.

6. Intern with us
   Want to associate with us on more than one of these? Yes you can. Contact us for more details.
CONTACT US!

Email:
Editor: editor@iuemag.com
Advertisements: Ads@iuemag.com
For Submissions: writeups@iuemag.com
iuemagazine@gmail.com

Contact us:
8151904555 | 7829414616

Social Media:
	twitter.com/iuemag
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